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July 9 , 1967. 

Dear Sylvia : 

Please exeuse my delay in replying to your last letter as I have been 
preoccupied with work on a Centennial historical publication as we 
attempt to meet a rapidly approaching deadline . 

I am disturbed to learn of your loss of confidence in the Garrison 
probe and must confess that at times I have similar thoughts coneerning 
a double standard . - } 

Nor am I entirely satisfied with certain speeifie aspects of the investi- 
gation -— and in particular with Garrison's reluctanee to consider all 
possibilities with respect to impersonation of Oswald . 

But in spite of these reservations I still feel that Garrison is on 
the right track and still hold out hopes that the investigation might 
prove to be a historic breakthrough . 

The concerted attempt by the mass media to diseredit Garrison before 
the Shaw trial seems to indicate that the Establishment knows or at 
least strongly suspects that Garrison has the evidence to back up his 
charges . | 

it is also very diffieult to judge the methods being used by Garrison 
as an already complex situation is being clouded by aceusations and 
the apparent fabrication of evidence as in the ease of the celebrated 
Newsweek tape recording . 

In any event I look forward to the Shaw trial and hope to have an 
opportunity to visit New Orleans when the trial finally takes plaee . 

We are also continuing to investigate the matter of CIA (Evergreen 
Advertising Ageney) eoded commercials on. Canadian radio stations and 
we are confident that we will.soon have sufficient material to bring 
the matter before the Board of Broadcast Covernors . " 

With very best wishes , I remain 

Sincerely , 

YexrLeon 

Gordon R. Pollard .


